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Licensing Agreements
There are several issues to consider before signing a licensing agreement.
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In exchange for the licensing, the physician typically
receives a percentage of all product sales. In this situation,
it would be prudent to negotiate an upfront “licensing fee”
to protect your investment of time in the event that the
company decides not to utilize your name on the product
or the product has a short run and is removed from the
market prematurely.

The Licensing Agreement
The foundation for these types of arrangements is the licensing agreement. Frequently, the company that is seeking to license your name will have a boilerplate agreement
that they will provide to you. It is important to review this
agreement. Keep in mind that the agreement was drafted
by attorneys representing the company that is seeking to
license your name. Accordingly, all of the safeguards and
protections are designed to protect the company, and not
necessarily you.
Contrary to popular belief, most companies will negotiate the terms of the licensing agreement, which not only
sets forth the contractual nature of the relationship, but
also establishes liability. Liability is a signiﬁcant issue as we
will see below.
Most product manufacturers that license physicians’
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The use of licensing agreements is increasing in the medical aesthetics industry. In some agreements, physicians
lend their names to a product or product line. In others,
manufacturers may license the use of their brand names
to practices that bring in their branded procedures, such
as the Lifestyle Lift.
Often, the deal works out to the beneﬁ t of everyone
involved. But physicians who are not careful may ﬁnd
themselves facing increased liability or burdened with
restrictions and time-consuming obligations that make the
agreements less worthwhile.
The most common area for licensing a name is in
skin care and cosmetics. This would include the “private
labeling” of a product or service under a physician's name
when the product or service is manufactured or supplied
by another company. This is a common and acceptable
practice, but it is important to understand all of the issues
involved in these agreements.
Companies may also seek to license the names of
well-known physicians or practices to gain exposure for
a product or service that currently does not have wide
brand recognition or is otherwise new to the market. In
some instances, the company also receives a distribution
network (your patients) for its new product.
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CAN’T COME CLOSE.
430 SERIES QUAD-POWER

MADE IN USA

PROCEDURE TABLE WITH MI-1000
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Model 430
Optional plush
upholstery
shown

Superior Patient Accessibility
Lift Capacity of 650 lbs
Multi-positioning Efciency
Over 75 Years Combined Industry Experience
LED Lasts 50,000 Hours, Cool Low-heat Operation
5-stage Dimmable Positions

SAVE UP TO $5,020*

WHEN PURCHASING 430 SERIES TABLE AND 64,500 LUX LED MI-1000
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*This promotion is only valid for orders placed between
September 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, with delivery
taken no later than january 31, 2014.
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